Acute Medicine is the central part of foundation and specialist general medical training and is one of the most rapidly expanding UK hospital specialties.

*Acute Medicine: Clinical Cases Uncovered* combines patient cases and outcomes, drawn from real-life experiences, with reference to the curriculum for Training in General (Acute) Medicine. It provides self-assessment MCQs, EMQs and SAQs to give medical students, junior doctors, nurses and allied healthcare professionals the perfect preparation for life on the wards.
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**FEATURES**

Covers Acute Medicine - the central part of foundation and specialist general medical training, as well as being recognized as a specialty in its own right
combines patient cases and outcomes, drawn from real-life experiences, with reference to the new JCHMT curriculum for acute and internal medicine

extensive use of MCQs, EMQs and SAQs to promote and aid self-assessment

each case uses a simple question, answer, and explanations format, revealing both the basic and clinical science to prepare would-be doctors for life on the wards

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us